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Rating Rationale
On 3 November 2017, DBRS Ratings Limited (DBRS) confirmed the Kingdom of Norway’s Long-Term
Foreign and Local Currency – Issuer Ratings at AAA and its Short-Term Foreign and Local Currency – Issuer
Ratings at R-1 (high). The trend on all ratings remains Stable.
Norway’s AAA ratings are underpinned by its high public-sector wealth, prudent management of the oil-related
windfalls, strong external position and sound institutional framework. Norway faces some challenges, such as
dealing with the accumulation of household debt, its reliance on the petroleum sector, and an ageing population.
Nonetheless, Norway has substantial buffers to absorb shocks and is well positioned to deal with these
challenges.
The Stable trend reflects DBRS’s view that the downward risks to the rating are limited. However, a
deterioration in Norway’s medium-term growth prospects that is severe enough to materially affect its fiscal
and debt ratios could have an adverse impact on the rating. Also, the ratings could eventually face downward
pressure if Norway’s commitment to prudent fiscal policy weakens significantly.
After a period of weak growth, the mainland activity has accelerated since the end of 2016 and could grow
above trend in the next two years. A strong counter-cyclical policy response and a weaker currency have helped
to offset the recessionary effects arising from the petroleum-sector downturn and have been successful in
containing its second-round effects. The recovery in oil prices from the lows in 2016 and the significant cost(Continued on page 2)

Rating Considerations
Strengths
(1) Robust public-sector balance sheet
(2) Prudent management of oil revenues
(3) Strong external position
(4) Sound institutional framework

Challenges
(1) High household debt ratio
(2) Transition away from the petroleum sector
(3) Old-age spending pressures
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Rating Rationale (Continued from page 1)
cutting efforts have helped the petroleum sector’s recovery. On the other hand, a more severe and protracted
housing market downturn coupled with highly indebted households, pose downside risks to the growth outlook.
However, Norway’s current growth momentum alongside the government’s available policy room lessen the
likelihood of a housing market slump translating into a severe macroeconomic downturn.
The robust balance sheet of the government is a key strength for DBRS’s ratings. The government’s net asset
position reached 288.4% of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2016, which is very strong compared with other
AAA-rated sovereigns. This is largely explained by the sovereign wealth fund — the Government Pension
Fund Global (GPFG or the Fund). Its market value was equivalent to 290.1% of mainland GDP at the end of
the first half of 2017. DBRS expects the gross general government debt ratio to hover around 33% in coming
years. Given the fiscal guidelines and the government’s asset position, gross government debt is generally
insulated from negative shocks.
The government’s prudent management of oil-related proceeds supports its ratings. The fiscal rule specifies
that over time only the expected real return of the Fund can be allocated to finance the non-oil deficit. The
fiscal rule isolates the government budget from volatility in petroleum revenues. However, given the size of
the Fund, fluctuation in its value may become a larger source of volatility. This year, the government has revised
the expected annual real rate of return of the Fund to 3% from 4%, driven by expected lower international
interest rates. This will translate into a more conservative fiscal stance going forward. Over the last ten years,
the fiscal impulse averaged 0.5% of mainland trend GDP.
Norway’s net external creditor position provides significant buffers to face shocks. Largely explained by
public-sector savings that have been invested overseas through the GPFG, the country accumulated 202.8% of
GDP in net financial assets at YE2016. Ownership of such a large stock of net financial assets reduces Norway’s
dependence on foreign capital flows and provides a sizable source of income. In addition, Norway’s sound
institutional framework and well-established track record of consensus-driven politics are conducive to a stable
and predictable policy framework.
Despite these significant strengths, Norway faces some challenges. Financial imbalances have built up, as
housing prices and household debt have outpaced disposable income growth for a long time. The housing
market is now cooling amid tighter regulation on new residential mortgage loans and strong housing investment.
Household indebtedness is high on a comparative and historical basis and continues to increase. According to
Statistics Norway, the seasonally adjusted household debt-to-disposable income ratio stood at 237.8% in Q2
2017 and was predominantly concentrated in mortgages. The high level of households’ debt burden exacerbates
their vulnerability to shocks (i.e., income, interest or house prices). On the other hand, the overall strengths of
the economy and the labour market mitigate the risk of a more severe housing market downturn. Also, the
banks’ ample buffers to absorb losses alleviate threats to financial stability. Norway has used banking regulation
and macro-prudential polices to contain these risks, although more measures may be needed in the future.
The Norwegian petroleum sector is experiencing a slow structural decline. The slump in energy prices has
accelerated the ongoing structural adjustment of the Norwegian economy away from its reliance on the oil
sector, underscoring the need for greater economic diversification. Nonetheless, the petroleum industry will
remain a significant part of the economy. The government faces the challenge of helping to sustain economic
activity without hindering the structural adjustment of the country. Government efforts to improve
competitiveness and inclusiveness will contribute to raising potential output and sustaining high levels of
welfare.
In the medium- to long-term, an ageing population will increasingly put pressure on public finances. A sharp
rise in age-related spending is anticipated to begin in ten to 15 years, simultaneously when the returns from the
Fund measured as a share of mainland GDP are expected to drop. The government expects a funding
requirement (1.7% of mainland GDP per decade between 2030 and 2060) to arise if no reforms are implemented
in the meantime. However, the government is already assessing potential measures that could be implemented
to address this funding gap.
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Foreign versus Local Currency Ratings
The general government does not have debt instruments outstanding that are denominated in foreign currency.
DBRS maintains its foreign and local currency ratings at the same level because Norway’s access to external
capital markets is commensurate with its access to domestic markets. Based on the country’s degree of openness
to capital movements and institutional credibility, DBRS does not see evidence that Norway would differentiate
among any of its obligations based on the denomination of currency.

Fiscal Management and Policy
Norway’s solid fiscal framework and the public sector’s sizable net creditor position provide the government
with significant fiscal space to implement counter-cyclical policies and support the ratings. Since the mid1990s, the government has been transferring receipts from the sale of oil reserves and oil taxes to the sovereign
wealth fund (i.e., the GPFG). The market value of the Fund has grown markedly both in nominal terms and
relative to the mainland economy. Its market value was equivalent to 290.1% of mainland GDP at the end of
the first half of 2017.
The fiscal rule isolates the government budget from volatility in petroleum revenues. However, given the size
of the Fund, fluctuation in its value may become a larger source of volatility. This year, the government revised
two important parameters of the fiscal framework. First, it has lowered the expected annual real rate of return
of the Fund to 3% from 4%, as consequence of expected lower international interest rates. This reduces the
fiscal space available and will translate into a more conservative fiscal stance going forward. Secondly, the
government decided to increase the equity allocation to 70% of the Fund from 62.5%, effective since 30 June
2017 but to be implemented gradually. While the value of the Fund will likely become more volatile under the
proposed allocation, the implied flexibility incorporated into the fiscal rule provides the government with space
to adapt to financial market fluctuations affecting the value of the Fund in a particular year.
Norway: General Government Finances
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In light of better than expected economic conditions, the government will pursue a close to neutral fiscal policy
stance next year. The draft budget for 2018 shows a fiscal impulse of 0.1% of mainland trend GDP, well below
the average of 2014-2017 (0.6%). Next year, spending of the petroleum revenues is projected to represent 2.9%
of the value of the Fund and 7.7% of trend mainland GDP. The government continues with its tax reform plan,
shifting the tax burden from direct taxes, such as the corporate and income taxes and the wealth tax, to green
taxes. While the fiscal policy could be adjust to cyclical factors, DBRS expects the fiscal policy to remain rather
neutral in coming years.
Over the medium- to long-term, fiscal room for manoeuvring will likely become smaller. The steady decline
in the importance of the oil sector, lower expected returns from the Fund (as a share of mainland GDP) and the
ageing population will reduce the available fiscal space compared with the present. The ageing population is
expected to increase public spending on pensions, health care and long-term-care services substantially, with a
sharp rise anticipated to begin in ten to 15 years, which is at the same time as returns from the Fund are expected
to drop. This trend is expected to worsen in 2030, with the government expecting a funding requirement (1.7%
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of mainland GDP per decade between 2030 and 2060) to arise if no reforms are implemented in the meantime.
However, the government is already assessing potential measures that could be implemented to address this
funding gap.

Debt and Liquidity
The solid balance sheet of the public sector constitutes one of the country’s credit strengths compared with
other AAA-rated countries. Considering its large amount of net foreign assets held in the GPFG, the country is
shielded from most foreseeable shocks and from refinancing risk.
General government gross debt is projected to remain at 33.1% of GDP in 2017, which is one of the lowest
ratios among advanced economies. DBRS believes that in the event of a negative shock, net rather than gross
government debt is most likely to be affected. Additional fiscal stimulus, taking the form of a higher non-oil
fiscal budget deficit, could be financed by higher transfers from the GPFG, as debt issuance is destined to
finance capital transactions.
Norway: Government Net Financial Assets
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Under the assumption that government debt will grow in line with nominal GDP, DBRS estimates that the gross
debt is set to remain stable at about 33% of GDP through 2022. Given Norway’s large sovereign wealth fund
and significant creditor position, the government does not need to issue debt to cover its obligations and net
funding. The central government covers capital transactions, including debt amortisation, net lending through
state entities and net equity investments (only domestic non-oil related) either issuing debt and/or reducing the
Treasury’s cash reserves. Even in a severe fiscal, growth or contingent liabilities shock, the government would
not necessarily need to issue debt beyond its own desire to provide liquidity to the financial system.

Economic Structure and Performance
Norway’s wealthy, stable economy and balanced income distribution underpins its AAA ratings. The mainland
economy has proven resilient to a material downturn in oil prices over the last couple of years. A strong countercyclical policy response and a weaker currency have helped to offset the recessionary effects arising from the
oil shock. The impact has been mostly concentrated in the oil-related industries and regions, and the secondround effects have been contained.
After a period of weak growth, the mainland activity has accelerated since the end of 2016. A weaker krone,
low interest rates, expansionary fiscal policy, smaller than expected contraction in petroleum investments and
a brighter outlook for Norway’s trading partners have supported the recovery. Mainland GDP growth is
expected to accelerate to 2% in 2017 and 2.4%-2.6% in the next two years. Private consumption is projected to
increase, driven by gains in disposable income and consumer confidence. Petroleum investments, which have
significantly dragged mainland growth between 2014 and 2017, will contribute to growth starting from 2018.
The recovery in oil prices from the lows in 2016 and the significant cost-cutting efforts bode well for the
petroleum sector. DBRS believes that competitiveness gains and some capacity constraints could lead to higher
growth in business investments. Brighter outlook among its trading partners could boost Norwegian exports.
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On the other hand, housing investments and public consumption, which have been key drivers of the recovery,
are expected to contract and decelerate in the next two years. In the wake of an apparent rebalancing of the
housing market and sharp deceleration of housing inflation, housing investments are expected to contract in the
coming years, after a sharp boom in 2016-2017. Also, the fiscal impulse is expected to be rather neutral going
forward.

3 November 2017

Overall, the economy bottomed out in 2016 and the recovery is gathering pace. However, there are some risks
to this outlook. On the domestic front, the biggest downside risk to the outlook in the short-term stems from a
more severe deterioration in the housing market that could depress consumption and investment. On the
external front, the main risks stem from weaker-than-expected global growth (e.g., China slowdown),
protectionist policies, Brexit uncertainties and a potential shock within the Nordic region.
Norway: GDP drivers

Norway: Confidence indicators
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Over the medium- to long-term, the main challenge for the Norwegian economy will be to successfully shift
resources from an oil-dependent economy toward other tradable sectors or exports of oil-related goods and
services. However, this process is expected to take place over a long period of time, as the decline of the
petroleum sector is gradual.

Monetary Policy and Financial Stability
Norway benefits from a credible and independent monetary policy authority. Monetary policy is expected to
remain accommodative amid inflation undershooting its target and gradually normalising capacity utilisation.
Norges Bank’s (Norwegian Central Bank) forward guidance implies that the key policy rate would remain at
0.5% throughout 2018, followed by a gradual rate increase to close to 1.5% towards the end of 2020. The
current low interest rate environment may incentivise excessive risk-taking activities and generate financial
imbalances, especially those related to the housing market. Norway has used banking regulation and macroprudential polices to contain this risks, although more measures may be needed in the future.
Norway: House price inflation

Norway: Household debt metrics (%)
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After a sharp acceleration of house price inflation, especially between Q1 2016 and Q1 2017, the housing
market is now cooling down. These movements have been more pronounced in Oslo, although other regions
have shown a similar pattern to some extent. Tighter regulation on new residential mortgage loans and strong
housing investment have contributed to a rebalancing in the housing market. According to Statistics Norway,
house prices fell by 1.5% from Q1 to Q3 this year at the national level (by 5.1% in Oslo-region). The housing
market is expected to continue to cool down gradually in coming months. The sharp increase in housing starts,
number of completed dwellings and the stock of homes for sale point in this direction. The stricter requirements
for new residential mortgages, which came into force in 2017, will remain in place until June 2018. On the
other hand, the overall strength of the economy, and the labour market, mitigate the risks of a more severe
housing market downturn.
Household debt has risen faster than household disposable income for a long period of time. The debt-todisposable income ratio is high at 237.8% in Q2 2017. The high level of households’ debt burden increases
their vulnerability to shocks (i.e., income, interest or house prices). Given that a significant portion of mortgage
loans have variable interest rates, households are particularly exposed to increases to interest rates. While the
interest rate burden is low in historical terms, the total debt burden has increased due to the higher indebtedness.
In response to a negative shock, households may cut spending heavily and amplify the economic downturn.
This, in turn, would increase the likelihood that the corporate sector could face headwinds, potentially
translating into higher losses for banks. While the deceleration in annual house price growth and tighter
requirements could slow down the accumulation household debt (Norges Bank’s survey of bank lending, Q3
2017), household’s vulnerabilities could retreat only gradually.
In line with its Nordic peers, Norwegian banks rely heavily on wholesale funding and extensively use shortterm foreign funding. As at the end of the first half 2017, the wholesale funding ratio stood at 48.5%, with over
half of it denominated in foreign currency. However, the banks have built significant liquidity buffers in recent
years and amply meet the liquidity coverage ratio requirement, strengthening their ability to cope with liquidity
and exchange rate risks.
The banks’ low loan losses and strong capital buffers mitigate the risks stemming from the housing market and
oil-related sector exposures. Asset quality remains very strong, with the non-performing loans (NPL) as a share
of total gross loans at 1.3% in Q1 2017. Notwithstanding the severe downturn in the oil-related sectors, the
NPL ratio edged up but remained low. Also, the Norwegian banking sector has built up significant buffers to
cover potential losses in the future. On the back of solid profitability and stricter regulations, large Norwegian
banks have been able to strengthen their capital ratios through earnings retention to an average Common Equity
Tier 1 of 15.6% in Q2 2017, more than double financial crisis levels.

Balance of Payments
Norway’s strong external position provides significant buffers to weather external shocks. The country’s net
international investment asset position stood at 216% of GDP in Q2 2017. The public sector, through the GPFG,
is the main contributor to Norway’s net creditor position. On the other hand, the private sector is a net debtor
to the rest of the world. The banking sector’s external debt reached 93.0% of GDP in Q2 2017, stemming from
its reliance on foreign funding. Nonetheless, the overall economy has ample room to manoeuvre in the case of
a temporary disruption in liquidity conditions.
The slump in oil prices dealt a significant blow to Norwegian exports overall. The current account balance
shrank to 3.9% of GDP in 2016 from 10.3% of GDP in 2013, driven largely by a sharp drop in the energy goods
balance to 12% of GDP from 19.0% of GDP over the same period. According to the IMF, the goods and services
non-oil trade deficit is approaching the magnitude of the oil-related surplus, leaving the primary income surplus
from the GPFG as the main driver of the current account surplus. Going forward, the stabilisation of energy
prices bodes well for the value of exports from the sector, although oil and gas exports are limited by production
in the short-term.
Although the situation has improved significantly starting from 2013, a long period of growth in the oil industry
and favourable terms of trade have masked weak competitiveness trends in the non-oil tradable sector. The
substantial krone depreciation of 2013-2015 has restored part of the competitiveness lost in the previous two
decades. The real effective exchange rate adjusted for unit labour costs has dropped by 17.1% between Q3 2013
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and Q3 2017. Importantly, wage growth has moderated compared to the past; if sustained, this could lead to
further improvements in competitiveness.
Norway: Oil prices and NOK
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The improvement in cost competitiveness has been favourable for mainland exports and for the domestic
tradable sector overall. Exports of oil-related services (especially, the engineering industry), aquaculture and
tourism have benefitted the most. On the other hand, the manufacturing industry response to the weaker krone
has been moderate, probably due to lower global demand for oil equipment manufactures and capacity
constraints. This trend is expected to be reversed in the coming years as the lagged impact from improved
competitiveness, stronger demand for petroleum-related exports and higher growth in Norway’s export markets
boost traditional goods and services.

Political Environment
Last General Election:
Next General Election:
Party in Power:
Government Structure:
Prime Minister:

September 2017
September 2021
Minority coalition government between the Conservative Party and the
Progress Party
Constitutional monarchy
Erna Solberg (Conservative Party)

Norway benefits from strong political institutions with a well-established track record of a consensus-based
approach to macroeconomic policy. This is conducive to a stable and predictable policy framework. Members
of the 169-seat parliament are elected every four years through a proportional representation system.
A continuation of the previous minority government is likely. Although the Conservative Party (25%) and the
Progress Party (15.2%) performed slightly weaker in the parliamentary elections on the 11th of September 2017,
they are well positioned to form a new minority government. These two parties combined (72 seats) fell short
of a majority (86 seats) in Parliament, and therefore, will have to broaden the parties in power or continue to
rely on external support on case-by-case basis to pass legislation going forward. On the other hand, the main
opposition force, the Labour Party, obtained the largest share of the votes (27.4%).
DBRS expects a continuation of policy making and fiscal framework, with a more neutral fiscal policy going
forward. Given the Conservative and Progress parties slightly weaker position in the parliament compared to
the previous parliamentary term, negotiations between the future coalition government and the supporting
minority parties may occasionally lead to periods of political uncertainty. In particular, the fiscal policy is
expected to become more neutral as the economy gathers pace, narrowing the scope to reach easy compromises.
However, despite the risk of increased political uncertainty that could arise in the future, DBRS does not expect
a significant increase in policy uncertainty. In line with Norway’s consensus-based approach to government
policies, DBRS does not project a significant shift in the fiscal stance as a result of such a scenario.
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294.2

318.6

376.6

311.0

454.5
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10.5%
3,610.4

10.7%
3,776.4

12.2%
4,053.1

9.9%
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14.6%
4,836.8

17.3%
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3,904.7
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138.0%

4,429.7
144.0%

4,958.0
157.6%

5,291.3
169.7%

5,263.4
168.9%

Private Sector Debt
Households

2,257.4

2,438.0

2,613.2
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2,944.5

3,128.4

80.7%

82.1%

85.0%

88.4%

94.4%

100.4%

3,826.3
136.9%

4,231.3
142.6%

4,228.1
137.5%

4,413.3
140.3%

4,797.9
153.9%

4,711.9
151.2%

Fiscal Balances (% GDP)
Revenues

56.5%

56.1%

54.1%

53.8%

54.1%

54.0%
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43.1%

42.3%

43.3%

45.1%

48.0%

50.0%
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1.1%
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0.8%
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0.8%
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0.8%
6.1%

0.7%
4.0%

2.0%
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1.6%

1.5%

1.5%

1.3%

12.3%

12.9%

9.9%

7.9%

5.3%

3.3%

Current Account Balance
% GDP

345.9
12.4%

372.1
12.5%

317.7
10.3%

333.3
10.6%

248.8
8.0%

120.6
3.9%

Trade Balance (% GDP)

12.9%

13.0%

10.8%

9.0%

5.6%

0.9%

Foreign Direct Investment (% GDP)
International Investment Position

-0.5%
n.a.

0.1%
2,754.8

-1.8%
3,899.4

-4.1%
5,282.5

-3.9%
6,153.4

-6.7%
6,322.6

n.a.

92.8%

126.8%

167.9%

197.3%

202.8%

n.a.
n.a.

8,035.6
5,280.8

9,703.9
5,804.5

11,716.4
6,433.9

13,083.5
6,930.1

13,206.8
6,884.2

% GDP
Non-Financial Firms
% GDP

Interest Payments (% Revenues)
Primary Balance
Balance of Payments & Liquidity

% GDP
External Assets
External Liabilities

Notes: General government net debt includes all financial assets. Household debt is based on loans only.
Sources: Statistics Norway, IMF, Haver Analytics and DBRS.
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AAA

AAA

AAA
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Norway, Kingdom of

Long-Term Local Currency – Issuer Rating

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA

Norway, Kingdom of

Short-Term Foreign Currency – Issuer Rating

R-1 (high)

R-1 (high)

R-1 (high)

R-1 (high)

Norway, Kingdom of

Short-Term Local Currency – Issuer Rating

R-1 (high)

R-1 (high)

R-1 (high)

R-1 (high)
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Date of Release: November 3, 2017

DBRS Confirms Kingdom of Norway at AAA, Stable Trend
Industry: Public Finance--Sovereigns
DBRS Ratings Limited (DBRS) has confirmed the Kingdom of Norway’s Long-Term Foreign and
Local Currency – Issuer Ratings at AAA and Short-Term Foreign and Local Currency – Issuer
Ratings at R-1 (high). The trend on all ratings remains Stable.
Norway’s AAA ratings are underpinned by its high public-sector wealth, prudent management of the
oil-related windfalls, strong external position and sound institutional framework. Norway faces some
challenges, such as dealing with the accumulation of household debt, its reliance on the petroleum
sector, and an ageing population. Nonetheless, Norway has substantial buffers to absorb shocks and is
well positioned to deal with these challenges.
After a period of weak growth, the mainland activity has accelerated since the end of 2016 and could
grow above trend in the next two years. A strong counter-cyclical policy response and a weaker
currency have helped to offset the recessionary effects arising from the petroleum-sector downturn
and have been successful in containing its second-round effects. The recovery in oil prices from the
lows in 2016 and the significant cost- cutting efforts have helped the petroleum sector’s recovery. On
the other hand, a more severe and protracted housing market downturn coupled with highly indebted
households, pose downside risks to the growth outlook. However, Norway’s current growth
momentum alongside the government’s available policy room lessen the likelihood of a housing
market slump translating into a severe macroeconomic downturn.
The robust balance sheet of the government is a key strength for DBRS’s ratings. The government’s
net asset position reached 288.4% of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2016, which is very strong
compared with other AAA-rated sovereigns. This is largely explained by the sovereign wealth fund
— the Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG or the Fund). Its market value was equivalent to
290.1% of mainland GDP at the end of the first half of 2017. DBRS expects the gross general
government debt ratio to hover around 33% in coming years. Given the fiscal guidelines and the
government’s asset position, gross government debt is generally insulated from negative shocks.
The government’s prudent management of oil-related proceeds supports its ratings. The fiscal rule
specifies that over time only the expected real return of the Fund can be allocated to finance the
non-oil deficit. The fiscal rule isolates the government budget from volatility in petroleum revenues.
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However, given the size of the Fund, fluctuation in its value may become a larger source of volatility.
This year, the government has revised the expected annual real rate of return of the Fund to 3% from
4%, driven by expected lower international interest rates. This will translate into a more conservative
fiscal stance going forward. Over the last ten years, the fiscal impulse averaged 0.5% of mainland
trend GDP.
Norway’s net external creditor position provides significant buffers to face shocks. Largely explained
by public-sector savings that have been invested overseas through the GPFG, the country
accumulated 202.8% of GDP in net financial assets at YE2016. Ownership of such a large stock of
net financial assets reduces Norway’s dependence on foreign capital flows and provides a sizable
source of income. In addition, Norway’s sound institutional framework and well-established track
record of consensus-driven politics are conducive to a stable and predictable policy framework.
Despite these significant strengths, Norway faces some challenges. Financial imbalances have built
up, as housing prices and household debt have outpaced disposable income growth for a long time.
The housing market is now cooling amid tighter regulation on new residential mortgage loans and
strong housing investment. Household indebtedness is high on a comparative and historical basis and
continues to increase. According to Statistics Norway, the seasonally adjusted household
debt-to-disposable income ratio stood at 237.8% in Q2 2017 and was predominantly concentrated in
mortgages. The high level of households’ debt burden exacerbates their vulnerability to shocks (i.e.,
income, interest or house prices). On the other hand, the overall strengths of the economy and the
labour market mitigate the risk of a more severe housing market downturn. Also, the banks’ ample
buffers to absorb losses alleviate threats to financial stability. Norway has used banking regulation
and macro-prudential polices to contain these risks, although more measures may be needed in the
future.
The Norwegian petroleum sector is experiencing a slow structural decline. The slump in energy prices
has accelerated the ongoing structural adjustment of the Norwegian economy away from its reliance
on the oil sector, underscoring the need for greater economic diversification. Nonetheless, the
petroleum industry will remain a significant part of the economy. The government faces the challenge
of helping to sustain economic activity without hindering the structural adjustment of the country.
Government efforts to improve competitiveness and inclusiveness will contribute to raising potential
output and sustaining high levels of welfare.
In the medium- to long-term, an ageing population will increasingly put pressure on public finances.
A sharp rise in age-related spending is anticipated to begin in ten to 15 years, simultaneously when
the returns from the Fund measured as a share of mainland GDP are expected to drop. The
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government expects a funding requirement (1.7% of mainland GDP per decade between 2030 and
2060) to arise if no reforms are implemented in the meantime. However, the government is already
assessing potential measures that could be implemented to address this funding gap.
RATING DRIVERS
The Stable trend reflects DBRS’s view that the downward risks to the rating are limited. However, a
deterioration in Norway’s medium-term growth prospects that is severe enough to materially affect its
fiscal and debt ratios could have an adverse impact on the rating. Also, the ratings could eventually
face downward pressure if Norway’s commitment to prudent fiscal policy weakens significantly.
Notes:
All figures are in Norwegian krone (NOK) unless otherwise noted.
The principal applicable methodology is Rating Sovereign Governments, which can be found on the
DBRS website under Methodologies. The principal applicable rating policies are Commercial Paper
and Short-Term Debt, and Short-Term and Long-Term Rating Relationships, which can be found on
our website under Rating Scales. These can be found on www.dbrs.com at:
http://www.dbrs.com/about/methodologies
The sources of information used for this rating include the Government of Norway, the Ministry of
Finance of Norway, Norges Bank, Statistics Norway, the Financial Supervisory Authority of Norway,
Norges Bank Investment Management, Norsk Forbund for Innkjop og Logistikk/Danske Bank, TNS
Gallup, United Nations Development Programme, International Monetary Fund, Bank for
International Settlements, Energy Information Administration, Real Estate Norway, and Haver
Analytics. DBRS considers the information available to it for the purposes of providing this rating to
be of satisfactory quality.
This is an unsolicited rating. This credit rating was not initiated at the request of the issuer.
This rating included participation by the rated entity or any related third party. DBRS had no access
to relevant internal documents for the rated entity or a related third party.
DBRS does not audit the information it receives in connection with the rating process, and it does not
and cannot independently verify that information in every instance.
Generally, the conditions that lead to the assignment of a Negative or Positive Trend are resolved
within a twelve month period. DBRS’s outlooks and ratings are under regular surveillance.
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For further information on DBRS historical default rates published by the European Securities and
Markets Authority (“ESMA”) in a central repository, see:
http://cerep.esma.europa.eu/cerep-web/statistics/defaults.xhtml.
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